Introduction
Successful real-time sentence and discourse comprehension requires linking pronouns to their likely antecedents as accurately as possible. In linguistic theory it has been posited that pronoun interpretation can be resolved in different ways (compare Bosch, 1983; Evans, 1980; Grodzinsky & Reinhart, 1993; Heim, 1992; Reinhart, 1983; Reuland, 2001 Reuland, , 2011 . While the precise details of these various theoretical accounts differ, a core idea is that pronoun reference can be assigned in either the discourse representation, via coreference assignment, or via syntactically-mediated variable binding. To illustrate these two different types of dependency, consider first the examples in (1).
(1a) The boy smiled. He was happy. (1b) Every boy smiled. He was happy.
In (1a), the pronoun he can refer back to the boy without any difficulty. By contrast, interpreting he in example (1b) as referring to the quantified phrase (QP) every boy is problematic, and the pronoun in this case is likely to be interpreted as referring to another (unmentioned) antecedent. Non-quantified noun phrases (NPs) such as the boy in (1a) are said to be referential in that they can pick out a specific individual in the discourse representation. When both an NP and a pronoun pick out the same individual from the discourse, they are said to corefer. The link between he and the boy in (1a) is thus said to be established via coreference assignment. Quantified phrases (QP) such as every boy, on the other hand, are usually assumed to be non-referential, in the sense that a QP does not single out a specific individual in the discourse. QPs cannot therefore enter into a coreference relationship with a pronoun, but the two can enter into an interpretive dependency through variable binding.
Unlike coreference relationships, variable binding is hypothesised to only hold intra-sententially. An important condition of variable binding is the requirement that the QP must c-command the pronoun. C-command describes a relationship between constituents in a structural representation of a sentence based on the notion of hierarchical dominance. In the standard definition, a constituent ccommands its sister constituents and any constituents that these dominate (Reinhart, 1983) . In (1b) above, the c-command requirement of variable binding is not satisfied. In (2a,b) however, the pronoun is c-commanded by the QP, and as such can be bound by it in both cases.
(2a) Every boy wished that he was happy. (2b) Every boy who knew John wished that he was happy.
The pronoun in (2b) is multiply ambiguous in that it can potentially be linked to the QP every boy via variable binding, to the proper name John through coreference assignment, or to another inferred discourse antecedent outside the current sentence. These two hypothesised routes to pronoun resolution also have interpretive consequences, as illustrated in ambiguous sentences such as (3).
(3) During the clash, the footballer injured his leg and the referee did too.
Interpretation of (3) requires reconstruction of the elided verb phrase injured his leg, but this reconstruction is ambiguous as to whether the referee injured his own leg or whether the referee also injured the footballer's leg. The first interpretation (the referee injured his own leg) involves a copying of the relationship between the pronoun and its antecedent, and as such involves variable binding, whereas the second interpretation (the referee injured the footballer's leg) involves coreference between the reconstructed pronoun and a specific, referential antecedent and as such involves discourse-based coreference assignment.
While the binding/coreference distinction has been discussed extensively in the theoretical syntax and semantics literature, how it may affect online language processing has received far less attention. From a psycholinguistic perspective, one empirical issue relates to the question of which of these two types of relation (if any) is easier or quicker to compute during processing. Another, more general issue is whether two qualitatively different memory search or retrieval mechanisms are required for each type of dependency, or whether both types of relation can be established via the same mechanism. The present study primarily addresses the first question, by examining whether readers prefer to initially link an ambiguous pronoun to either a variable binding or coreference antecedent during processing, but we will discuss the possible implications of our findings for models of memory search as well.
Resolving ambiguous pronouns
The question of whether the variable binding or coreference interpretation should be preferred in sentences such as (3) has been widely debated in the theoretical linguistics literature. Although the exact nature of each proposal differs, a number of researchers have claimed that syntactically mediated dependencies should be easier to compute, and hence favoured, over discourse-based ones (e.g. Avrutin, 1994 Avrutin, , 1999 Burkhardt, 2005; Foley, Nunez del Prado, Barbier, & Lust, 2003; Grodzinsky & Reinhart, 1993; Vasić , Avrutin, & Ruigendijk, 2006) . One influential account is Reuland's (2001 Reuland's ( , 2011 Primitives of Binding (POB) framework. Reuland claims that a preference for variable binding results from a relative economy hierarchy of referential dependencies, in which dependencies determined by purely syntactic processes (such as those involving 'standard' types of reflexive) are the easiest to compute, followed by those that require variable binding, with discourse-based coreference assignment being the most costly option. This economy principle is outlined in (4) below (adapted from Reuland, 2011: 338) .
(4)
Economy Principle i. Minimise unresolved dependencies ii. Syntax < logical syntax < discourse
The economy principle thus predicts that the variable binding interpretation of sentences such as (3) should be preferred, and results from comprehension and reading time data have supported this hypothesis (Foley et al., 2003; Koornneef, Avrutin, Wijnen, & Reuland, 2011; Vasić et al., 2006 ; but see Frazier & Clifton, 2000 for mixed results).
1 A similar economy-based hierarchy can also be found in Optimality Theory (OT; see Prince & Smolensky, 2004) approaches to anaphora, where outputs are evaluated according to a set of soft (violable) constraints. For example, Hendriks and Spenader's (2006) OT approach to binding incorporates a 'referential economy' constraint which states that reflexives are preferred to pronouns, which are in turn preferred to R-expressions (see also Burzio, 1998) . Such an account also predicts that variable binding should be easier than coreference assignment. 1 The assumption that binding and coreference relations are established at different levels of linguistic representation has been called into question by some however (e.g. Heim, 1998 Heim, , 2007 . Although it is not clear exactly what predictions can be derived from this proposal with regard to comprehenders' interpretative preferences or the time-course of pronoun resolution, we will briefly return to this point in the discussion of our findings.
Although not originally formulated as a model of online language processing, more recently it has been claimed that the POB economy principle provides not only an account of interpretive preferences of sentences such as (3), but also the time-course of pronoun resolution during language comprehension (Koornneef, 2008 (Koornneef, , 2010 Koornneef, Wijnen, & Reuland, 2006; Koornneef et al., 2011) . Evidence from studies investigating the time-course of reflexive anaphor resolution suggests that reflexive binding relations, which under the POB approach are the easiest to compute, can indeed be established extremely quickly (e.g. Sturt, 2003; Xiang, Dillon, & Phillips, 2009 ). However, while reflexives have to be bound by a c-commanding antecedent in the local syntactic domain, non-reflexive pronouns are ambiguous and do not necessarily need to be syntactically bound. Koornneef (2008) investigated whether variable binding is preferred over coreference assignment during pronoun resolution, in ambiguous cases when multiple antecedents are available in the discourse. Consider (5) below (from Koornneef, 2008: 136 In both (5a,b), the pronoun he is ambiguous, and can be linked to either the QP every worker, which c-commands the pronoun, or the definite antecedent Paul, which does not c-command the pronoun and thus can only be linked to it via coreference. In (5a), the context biases towards the variable binding antecedent every worker, while (5b) is biased towards the coreference antecedent Paul. Koornneef hypothesised that if variable binding is always initially preferred over coreference assignment, reading times at or just after the pronoun in (5b) should be longer than in (5a). Although the coreference interpretation is ultimately favoured in (5b), Koornneef predicts that the pronoun should initially be linked to a potential variable binder, i.e. the ccommanding QP, irrespective of the discourse context. In an eye-movement study in Dutch using materials as in (5), Koornneef observed longer second-pass reading times at the pronoun region (that he) in (5b) than (5a), a finding that was taken to support the hypothesis that variable binding relations are computed before coreference assignment.
Although these data are compatible with the predictions of the POB approach, other interpretations that do not rely on the specific hypothesised time-course of events are also possible. For example, the shorter reading times in (5a), in which the context favoured the QP, could be a result of a first-mention or subjecthood advantage (Järvikivi, van Gompel, Hyönä, & Bertram, 2005) , or alternatively a preference for pronouns referring to main clause rather than subordinate clause antecedents (Cooreman & Sanford, 1996) . The two critical sentences in (5a,b) also differ in their syntactic complexity, with (5b) involving an additional level of clausal embedding, which may have added to the relative difficulty of retrieving the (contextually favoured) coreference antecedent in (5b). Finally, in (5b) both antecedents appear as subjects, while in (5a) only the QP is a subject. The increased reading times in (5b) might thus reflect competition between antecedents when both are subjects. Due to the nature of the experimental design, it is difficult to choose between these alternative explanations, and it is difficult to tell precisely when during processing each potential antecedent was considered.
There is also existing evidence that potentially conflicts with the prediction that variable binding relations should be less costly than those involving coreference. For example, Carminati, Frazier, and Rayner (2002) showed that, all other things being equal, linking a pronoun to a QP antecedent incurs longer reading times than linking a pronoun to a non-quantificational definite noun phrase (see also Burkhardt, 2005) . Some of the findings reported by Koornneef (2008) also support this observation. In addition to the ambiguous conditions in (5), Koornneef's study also included two unambiguous conditions in which there was only one antecedent for the pronoun; either a QP, as in (6a), or a proper name, as in (6b) (Koornneef, 2008: 137) .
(6a) Iedere arbeider die bijna geen energie meer had, vond het feel erg fijn dat hij wat eerder naar huis mocht vanmiddag.
(Every worker who was running out of energy, thought that it was very nice that he could go home early this afternoon.) (6b) Paul had bijna geen energie meer. Het was heel erg fijn dat hij wat eerder naar huis mocht vanmiddag.
(Paul was running out of energy. It was very nice that he could go home early this afternoon.)
In contrast to the predictions of the POB's economy principle that variable binding relations should be less costly than coreference assignment, the results of these unambiguous sentences indicated longer second-pass times at a spillover region following the pronoun for the condition containing a QP antecedent rather than a proper name.
There are thus conflicting results with regards to preferences for either variable binding or coreference assignment. While Koornneef's (2008) study suggests that when multiple antecedents are available variable binders may initially be preferred, other interpretations of these data are possible, and other studies have shown that linking pronouns to QPs is more costly than linking them to non-quantified antecedents (Burkhardt, 2005; Carminati et al., 2002) .
Memory retrieval during sentence comprehension
That pronoun interpretation can be resolved in different ways poses a challenge for the memory retrieval processes involved in accessing the antecedent of a pronoun during sentence comprehension. While retrieval of a coreference antecedent is likely to rely on a set of discourse-based retrieval cues defined in terms of discourse prominence, or as a result of matching (person, number, or gender) features, accessing a variable binder relies on syntactic cues based on structural relations between constituents. While a variety of different factors are known to influence pronoun resolution, how ambiguity between potential variable binding and coreference antecedents is resolved during processing has to date received little attention. The hypothesis that accessing a variable binder should take temporal precedence over a coreference antecedent (Koornneef, 2008) can be seen as one potential solution to this ambiguity, in that the decision about whether a variable binding or coreference antecedent is preferentially retrieved is based upon the position of the antecedent in the economy hierarchy illustrated in (4).
Research on memory retrieval has outlined two qualitatively different search mechanisms. In serial searches, memory representations are sequentially searched in a step-by-step fashion until the appropriate information is retrieved. Such searches can be contrasted with another type of retrieval mechanism in which representations are accessed directly in a content-addressable memory (CAM) architecture, where memory retrieval occurs when the content of a representation in memory is matched with those of a set of retrieval cues (see McElree, 2006 , for an overview of serial search vs. content-addressability). One key property of serial search is that retrieval speed is dependent on the position of an item in the search path, such that items that appear later in the search stack are more slowly retrieved. On the other hand, in a CAM architecture content-matching representations are accessed immediately, but retrieval can be impeded by similaritybased interference when multiple representations in memory match the retrieval cues (see e.g. Lewis, Vasishth, & Van Dyke, 2006; McElree, 2000; McElree, Foraker, & Dyer, 2003; Van Dyke & McElree, 2006 .
It has recently been claimed that memory retrieval during sentence comprehension is mediated by a direct-access CAM architecture (see Lewis et al., 2006 , for an overview). Support from this view has come from evidence of similarity-based interference (Van Dyke, 2007; Van Dyke & McElree, 2006 ) and length-invariant access times for memory retrieval during sentence processing (Martin & McElree, 2008; McElree, 2000; McElree et al., 2003) . For example, McElree et al. (2003) used a speed-accuracy tradeoff paradigm and found that dependency length in filler-gap dependencies did not affect the speed of retrieval, but it did influence the accuracy with which the filler was retrieved (McElree et al., 2003) . This decrease in retrieval accuracy as dependency length increases suggests that the fidelity of a representation retrieved during language processing degrades over time as a result of forgetting (see Van Dyke & Johns, 2012, for review) . Dependencies that have been argued to be mediated via content-addressable searches include subject-verb agreement (Wagers, Lau, & Phillips, 2009 ), filler-gap dependencies (McElree et al., 2003) and verb-phrase ellipsis (Martin & McElree, 2008) , as well as pronoun resolution (Foraker & McElree, 2007) . Foraker and McElree (2007) investigated how prominence influences antecedent retrieval. In particular, they compared whether focused antecedents are held in a distinct memory state in the focus of attention, vs. being encoded with a particularly strong representation. In a speed-accuracy tradeoff paradigm, they observed that focused antecedents were more accurately retrieved than non-focused antecedents, but that retrieval speed did not differ between the two. Foraker and McElree thus concluded that focused antecedents are not kept in a privileged state in the focus of attention, but rather are encoded with more distinct representations in memory that increase the likelihood, but not speed, of them being retrieved.
The hypothesis that accessing a variable binder should take temporal preference over a coreference antecedent during pronoun resolution (Koornneef, 2008; Reuland, 2011) can potentially be taken as an example of a memory retrieval mechanism that relies on a serial search, as the priority in which antecedents are retrieved is dependent upon their relative position in the search path.
Note however that antecedents which c-command a given pronoun are often in particularly prominent positions (e.g. matrix subject of a sentence). Following the results of Foraker and McElree (2007) , the fact that c-commanding antecedents might be particularly discourse prominent leads to the possibility that a c-commanding variable binder may be retrieved preferentially over a non c-commanding coreference antecedent because it has a more distinct representation in memory, rather than as a result of its syntactic position. In this way, prominence could potentially act as a proxy for the c-command requirement of variable binding in a content-addressable architecture. The role of prominence in anaphora resolution is explicitly articulated in discourse prominence theory (DPT) (Gordon & Hendrick, 1998) , which claims that pronouns trigger retrieval of the most prominent antecedent within a piece of discourse. In principle, DPT could be implemented as a serial search which checks antecedents serially in terms of prominence, or in a CAM architecture in which more prominent antecedents are encoded with more distinct representations in memory. Either way, prominence in DPT is syntactically defined and is related to the height of an antecedent in the syntactic tree, with antecedents higher in the syntactic tree being more prominent. Although syntactic prominence in DPT is closely related to the notion of c-command, unlike the POB approach which claims that c-commanding variable binders are always initially preferred, other factors, such as whether or not an antecedent appears inside another noun phrase, can also affect prominence in DPT.
DPT claims that recency is another factor that may influence prominence. Streb, Henninghausen, and Rösler (2004) provide evidence from event-related potentials indicating that linking a pronoun to a coreference antecedent across one or more intervening sentences becomes progressively more difficult. This antecedent recency effect can be attributed to greater difficulty in retrieving a more degraded representation from memory as the length of the interpretive dependency increased. That representations retrieved during language comprehension can degrade over time might also have consequences for cases when multiple possible representations in memory are grammatically accessible for retrieval, as in the case of an ambiguous pronoun with multiple potential antecedents. Other things being equal, forgetting may increase the probability of a more recent antecedent being retrieved.
Against this background, we carried out two reading experiments using gender congruence as an index of dependency formation (see e.g. Badecker & Straub, 2002; Cunnings & Felser, 2013; Kazanina, Lau, Liberman, Yoshida, & Phillips, 2007; Sturt, 2003; Van Gompel & Liversedge, 2003) . In both eye-movement experiments, we manipulated gender congruence between a pronoun and two potential antecedents; a variable binder that c-commanded the pronoun, and a coreference antecedent that did not. This design allows us to more directly assess the relative time-course in which each antecedent is retrieved than was possible in the design used by Koornneef (2008) . In Experiment 1, the variable binding antecedent occurred linearly more distant to the pronoun than the coreference antecedent, whilst in Experiment 2 the linear order of antecedents was reversed. The two online experiments were also complemented by an offline antecedent choice task to examine comprehenders' ultimate interpretative preferences. Our primary aim was to investigate whether linking a pronoun to one particular type of antecedent, either a variable binder or coreference antecedent, is initially preferred.
Experiment 1
To examine the time-course of pronoun resolution, we monitored participants' eye-movements as they read a series of texts as shown in (7) below. A design similar to that used by Sturt (2003) and Cunnings and Felser (2013) was adopted in which gender congruence between the pronoun and each antecedent was manipulated in a 2 Â 2 design yielding four conditions.
(7a) QP Match, Name Match
The squadron paraded through town. Every soldier who knew that James was watching was convinced that he should wave as the parade passed. The entire town was extremely proud that day.
(7b) QP Match, Name Mismatch The squadron paraded through town. Every soldier who knew that Helen was watching was convinced that he should wave as the parade passed. The entire town was extremely proud that day. (7c) QP Mismatch, Name Match
The squadron paraded through town. Every soldier who knew that Helen was watching was convinced that she should wave as the parade passed. The entire town was extremely proud that day. (7d) QP Mismatch, Name Mismatch
The squadron paraded through town. Every soldier who knew that James was watching was convinced that she should wave as the parade passed. The entire town was extremely proud that day.
Gender congruence between the pronoun and each antecedent was manipulated such that in (7a,b) the QP (every soldier) matched in stereotypical gender with the pronoun whereas in (7c,d) it did not. Similarly, in (7a,c) the proper name (James/Helen) antecedent additionally matches the gender of the pronoun whereas in (7b,d) there is a gender mismatch.
If, as predicted by the POB approach (Koornneef, 2008) , variable binders are accessed before coreference antecedents, comprehenders should initially attempt to link the pronoun to the QP only. If this is the case, reading times during or shortly after the initial inspection of the pronoun should be longer in (7c,d), where there is a stereotypical gender mismatch between the pronoun and QP, in comparison to (7a,b). Evidence of attempted coreference assignment between the pronoun and proper name should be either absent or in comparison delayed to effects of the variable binder, such that influence of the gender of the proper name antecedent, as indexed by comparing reading times in (7a,c) to (7b,d), should be restricted to comparatively later reading time measures, such as second-pass measures, or to regions of text downstream of the pronoun.
A similar set of predictions might also be derived from DPT (Gordon & Hendrick, 1998) . In (7), although both the QP and proper name are subjects, the QP is the matrix subject of the critical sentence and is higher in the syntactic tree than the proper name, which appears inside a noun phrase modifier. These factors may make the QP more prominent which in turn will favour its initial retrieval over the proper name antecedent. Note however, that the proper name antecedent is linearly closer to the pronoun, which may act to favour it over the QP.
An alternative set of predictions can be made if agreement acts as a highly ranked cue to retrieval (Wagers et al., 2009) . In this case, upon encountering a pronoun a search will be initiated for antecedents that match in gender and (grammatical) number. In this case, we might expect only (7d) to cause processing difficulty, as in all other conditions a gender and number matching antecedent can be found, by linking the pronoun to either the QP or proper name in (7a), the QP in (7b) and the proper name in (7c). Competition between both antecedents might also potentially occur in condition (7a), when both antecedents match the pronoun's gender. This could in turn lead to longer reading times in multiple match condition (7a), in comparison to conditions (7b) and (7c), when only one antecedent matches the gender of the pronoun. However, in addition to agreement cues, semantic cues to pronoun resolution are also likely to guide memory retrieval. In this regard, the variable binding QP antecedent, which is conceptually plural but lacks a unique real-world referent, provides a less obvious match semantically for the singular pronoun s/he compared to the (semantically singular) coreference antecedent, the proper name. Recall that existing evidence has shown that linking a pronoun to a non-quantified noun phrase is less costly than linking it to a QP antecedent (Burkhardt, 2005; Carminati et al., 2002) . These results may suggest that antecedents, such as proper names, that match the semantic properties of singular pronouns more closely than QPs may be preferred. In this case, it might be that memory retrieval at the pronoun initially favours the proper name, which matches the pronoun in terms of both grammatical and semantic number. Additionally, definite proper name antecedents also match the definiteness properties of pronouns more closely than QPs. If definiteness and number are more highly weighted retrieval cues than gender, it could be that the proper name antecedent is preferentially retrieved, irrespective of its gender. If this is indeed the case, this should lead to longer reading times in conditions (7b,d), when the proper name mismatches in gender with the pronoun, in comparison to (7a,c), when there is a gender match, as an index of processing difficulty resulting from the detection of gender incongruency once the antecedent has been retrieved. That the proper name might be preferentially retrieved might also be expected if antecedent recency affects pronoun resolution.
Method Participants
Twenty-seven native English speakers (nine males, mean age 21) were paid a small fee to participate in the experiment. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision and were recruited from the University of Essex community.
Materials
Twenty-four sets of experimental items were constructed as in (7). Gender congruence between the proper name and pronoun was manipulated using male and female proper names, whereas a stereotypical gender manipulation was used between the QP and pronoun, using only highly gender biased nouns based on ratings from a previous norming study (Cunnings & Felser, 2013) . The full set of experimental items is provided in the Appendix.
In addition to the experimental items, 60 filler texts were also constructed. These included distractor items that contained different types of pronouns in different structural configurations to those in the main experimental stimuli.
Procedure
The experimental and filler items were pseudo-randomised such that no two experimental items appeared adjacent to each other and were spread across four presentation lists in a Latin-square design. The experiment was divided into four blocks at which point participants could take a break if required. Forward and reverse orders within each block were constructed and the ordering of each block was different for each participant. The experiment began with five practice items to familiarise participants with the procedure. All items were presented in Courier New font, and displayed across up to three lines of text onscreen.
Eye movements were recorded using the EYELINK II system, which records participant eye movements via two cameras mounted on a headband at 500 Hz. Participant head movements are automatically compensated for by a third camera mounted in the centre of the headband which tracks the position of four LEDs on each corner of the computer screen. While viewing was binocular, the eye-movement data was recorded from the right eye only.
Each experimental session began with calibration of the eye-tracker on a nine-point grid. Before each trial, calibration was checked via a drift correction marker positioned above the first word of the next trial to be displayed. Participants were instructed to fixate upon this marker, and press a button to view the next trial. Any drift in the headset was automatically compensated for before presentation of the trial.
Participants read each text silently at their normal reading rate, pressing a button on a control pad once completed. Content questions requiring a yes-no push button response followed two thirds of all trials to ensure that participants paid attention to the content of the sentences, half of which required a 'yes' and half a 'no' response. The entire experiment lasted approximately 30-45 min in total.
Data analysis
The eye-movement record provides a rich source of information about the time-course of language processing at any point in a sentence (Rayner, 1998) . To examine the time-course of pronoun resolution, we calculated reading times for four regions of text. As the pronouns used were all very short, the critical pronoun region consisted of the pronoun plus the preceding word, which was always the complementiser that (i.e. that s/he). We extended the pronoun region to the left rather than to the right as, given that the perceptual span of readers in
English is approximately eight characters (Rayner, 1998) , fixations on the complementiser are likely to also include foveal processing of the pronoun. Extending the pronoun region to the right may have risked mixing first-pass processing of the pronoun with spillover effects at the following word. A spillover region consisted of the two words following the pronoun (e.g. should wave in (7)), the prefinal region consisted of the next two following words (as the) and the final region the rest of the critical sentence (parade passed).
Four reading time measures are reported for each region. First-pass reading time is the summed duration of fixations within a region during its first inspection, until it is exited to the left or right. Regression path duration is calculated by summing the duration of each fixation, starting with the first fixation when a region is entered from the left, up until but not including the first fixation in a region to the right. In addition to these two first-pass processing measures, we also calculated rereading time, a second-pass measure that includes all fixations within a region after it has been exited following the first-pass. Total viewing time, the summed durations of all fixations within a region, was also calculated as an overall measure of a region's processing load.
All trials in which track loss occurred were discarded, and regions which were initially skipped during reading were treated as missing data. For rereading time, trials in which a region was not refixated after the first-pass contributed a rereading time of zero to the calculation of averages. Prior to the calculation of these measures an automatic procedure merged short fixations of 80 ms or below that were within one degree of visual arc of another fixation. All other fixations of 80 ms or below, as well as those above 800 ms, were removed before further analysis.
Results
Overall accuracy to the comprehension questions was 92%, indicating that participants paid attention to the content of the sentences. Track loss accounted for less than 0.5% of the data, and skipping rates for the pronoun, spillover, prefinal and final regions were 20.4%, 6.5%, 11.0% and 6.3% respectively.
The eye-movement data were analysed using linear mixed-effects modelling (see Baayen, 2008; Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008 , for discussion) with the lme4 package in R. For each reading time measure, a model was fitted containing centred, fixed main effects of QP (match vs. mismatch), proper name (match vs. mismatch) and the QP Ã Proper Name interaction. In each case, the 'maximal' random effects structure, containing random intercepts for both subjects and items and by-subject and by-item random slopes for each fixed effect, was fitted (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) . If this maximal model failed to converge, the random slope parameter that accounted for the least amount of variance was removed and the model refitted until convergence was achieved. For each reading time measure, p values for each fixed effect were calculated using an upper bound of the t statistic (Baayen, 2008: 248) .
Summaries of the reading time data and statistical analysis for Experiment 1 are presented in Tables 1 and 2  respectively.   3 While there were no reliable effects observed in the first-pass measures at the pronoun region, a reliable main effect of proper name was observed in both rereading and total viewing times. Rereading times were significantly longer in conditions (7b,d), when the pronoun mismatched in gender with the proper name antecedent, in comparison to (7a,c), when there was a gender match (307 ms vs. 188 ms). The same pattern of results, with longer reading times for conditions (7b,d) in comparison to (7a,c), was also found in total viewing times (662 ms vs. 504 ms). There was no hint of any influence of the gender of the QP antecedent in any reading time measure at the pronoun region. This pattern of results is shown in Fig. 1(a) , which shows total viewing times for the pronoun region.
A similar pattern of results was observed at the spillover region. Reading times were reliably longer in proper name gender mismatching conditions (7b,d) in comparison to gender matching conditions (7a,c) in regression path times (606 ms vs. 485 ms), rereading times (384 ms vs. 265 ms) and total viewing times (723 ms vs. 574 ms). No reliable influence of the gender of the QP was observed in any of these measures.
At the prefinal region, there was again a marginally significant main effect of proper name in the regression path times, with reading times tending to be longer following a gender mismatch between the pronoun and proper name antecedent in comparison to when there was a gender match (606 ms vs. 475 ms). At the final region, there was again a marginal trend of a main effect of proper name in regression path times, with longer reading times in conditions (7b,d) in comparison to (7a,c) (1170 ms vs. 1017 ms). No reliable influence of the gender of the QP antecedent was observed at either the prefinal or final region in any reading time measure.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 indicate clearly that readers preferred to link the pronoun to the proper name antecedent rather than the QP. In a number of reading time measures at various regions of text, we observed longer reading times when the proper name mismatched in gender with the pronoun in comparison to when there was a gender match. This effect was observed both at the critical pronoun region and at regions of text downstream of the pronoun. We found no reliable evidence of the QP ever being considered as a potential antecedent for the pronoun in any reported measure, at any region of text.
Our finding that participants initially attempted to link the pronoun to a proper name antecedent that did not c-command it rather than a c-commanding QP fails to sup-3 To ensure that there were no reading time differences between conditions prior to the critical region, we also calculated first pass and regression path times for a precritical region, containing the text in between the proper name antecedent and critical pronoun. These results revealed no reliable effects for either measure (all t < 1.47, all p > .142), indicating that the differences observed at the critical region are unlikely to be a result of differences between conditions before the pronoun was encountered.
port the hypothesis that variable binding relations are computed before coreference assignment. Our finding that gender mismatching proper name antecedents led to processing difficulty, even in condition (7c) when an alternative, stereotypical gender matching antecedent was available, suggests that the preference for a definite, grammatically and semantically singular antecedent may, at least initially, outweigh any preference for satisfying the pronoun's gender agreement cues. We also found no evidence that having multiple gender matching antecedents in the discourse led to any measurable processing difficulty or competition.
Several previous studies have reported an advantage for pronouns that refer to the first-mentioned referent in a piece of discourse (Arnold, Brown-Schmidt, & Trueswell, 2007; Gernsbacher, 1990; Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; Gordon, Grosz, & Gilliom, 1993) . In a language such as English which has a predominant SVO word order, firstmention is often confounded with subjecthood. Järvikivi et al. (2005) showed that in Finnish, a language with freer word order where both SVO and OVS structures are possible, the antecedent search is guided both by subjecthood and by the order-of-mention of antecedents. In the current study, both potential antecedents grammatically func- tioned as subjects, and although the QP was the highest antecedent in the syntactic structure, the results from Experiment 1 provide no evidence that the first mentioned antecedent (the QP) was favoured at any point during processing. Instead, it is possible that the QP's relative distance from the pronoun played a more important role than first-mention here, or that quantified antecedents are generally dispreferred. Another alternative possibility could be that the preference observed for the proper name antecedent was a result of subtle properties of the discourse rather than antecedent recency. We come back to this point in the General Discussion. Either way, the results of Experiment 1 provide no support for the hypothesis that variable binding should always initially be preferred. Experiment 2 was designed to further examine how antecedent recency interacts with variable binding and coreference assignment. If pronoun resolution is influenced by antecedent recency (Streb et al., 2004) , we would expect to find a different pattern of results in Experiment 2, where the order of antecedents is reversed such that the QP is now linearly closer to the pronoun. Thus, if antecedent recency affects whether the QP is retrieved, then reading times in Experiment 2 should be affected by the stereotypical gender of the QP rather than the proper name antecedent. In contrast, if matching of grammatical and semantic number cues outweighs effects of recency and other retrieval cues such as gender agreement, then readers may again prefer to link the pronoun to the coreference antecedent despite the fact that this is now further away from the pronoun. This is also what might be expected if linking a pronoun to a non-pronominal QP antecedent is inherently more costly than linking it to a non-quantified antecedent (Burkhardt, 2005; Carminati et al., 2002) , as readers may avoid linking pronouns to QPs whenever possible.
Experiment 2
The 24 texts in four conditions from Experiment 1 were adapted for Experiment 2. The linear order of antecedents was reversed such that the QP antecedent was now linearly closer to the pronoun than the coreference antecedent, as illustrated by (8a-d).
(8a) QP Match, Name Match
The squadron paraded through town. It looked to James that every soldier was completely convinced that he should wave as the parade passed. The entire town was extremely proud that day. (8b) QP Match, Name Mismatch
The squadron paraded through town. It looked to Helen that every soldier was completely convinced that he should wave as the parade passed. The entire town was extremely proud that day. (8c) QP Mismatch, Name Match
The squadron paraded through town. It looked to Helen that every soldier was completely convinced that she should wave as the parade passed. The entire town was extremely proud that day. (8d) QP Mismatch, Name Mismatch
The squadron paraded through town. It looked to James that every soldier was completely convinced that she should wave as the parade passed. The entire town was extremely proud that day.
Although the linear order of antecedents has been reversed, the QP antecedent is again in a structural position such that it c-commands the pronoun, while the proper name does not. 4 The POB economy principle (3) again predicts that the QP antecedent should be considered before the coreference antecedent. In this case, we would expect to find longer reading times in condition (8c,d), when the pronoun mismatches in stereotypical gender with the QP antecedent, in comparison to conditions (8a,b), when there is a stereotypical gender match, during or shortly after the initial inspection of the pronoun region. DPT (Gordon & Hendrick, 1998 ) may also favour the QP, on the assumption that it is more salient than the proper name antecedent due to it being a finite clause subject. Recency would also favour the QP, as in Experiment 2 it is now linearly closer to the pronoun than the proper name antecedent. Conversely, if proper names are generally preferred over quantified antecedents, either because they provide a better match for the definite properties of pronouns, or because linking a pronoun to a QP is more costly than linking it a proper name, then reading times should be longer when the proper name mismatches in gender with the pronoun in conditions (8b,d), in comparison to when there is a gender match in (8a,c).
Method Participants
Thirty-one native English speakers (nine males, mean age 24) from the University of Essex community, none of whom took part in Experiment 1, were paid a small fee to take part in Experiment 2.
Materials
The 24 experimental items from Experiment 1 were adapted as in (8) (see Appendix). Sixty filler texts and five practice items were again included.
Procedure and data analysis
The order of items was pseudo-randomised, presented in four blocks and divided across four presentation lists as in Experiment 1. All other aspects of the procedure and data analysis in this experiment were the same as in Experiment 1.
Results
Overall accuracy to the comprehension questions was 91%. Track loss occurred in 1.6% of the data, and skipping rates of the pronoun, spillover, prefinal and final regions were 20.7%, 7.1%, 12.2% and 7.3% respectively. Summaries of the reading time data and statistical analysis for Experiment 3 are provided in Tables 3 and 4 respectively.
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Analysis of the first-pass reading times at the pronoun region revealed a marginally significant main effect of QP, with reading times tending to be longer in conditions (8c,d), when the QP mismatched in stereotypical gender with the pronoun, in comparison to conditions (8a,b), when there was a stereotypical gender match (332 ms vs. 294 ms). There was also an additional trend for longer first-pass reading times when the proper name antecedent mismatched in gender with the pronoun in comparison to when there was a gender match (319 ms vs. 297 ms), but this was marginally significant. Measures including second-pass processing at the pronoun region revealed main effects of the QP only, marginal in rereading time and significant in total viewing time, with reading times again being longer in stereotypical gender mismatching conditions (8c,d) in comparison to stereotypical gender matching conditions (8a,b) (254 ms vs. 175 ms and 576 ms vs. 468 ms in rereading and total viewing times respectively). The total viewing time data from the pronoun region for this experiment are shown in Fig. 1(b) .
While no reliable effects were observed in the first-pass measures at the spillover region, there was a significant main effect of QP in rereading times. Here, reading times were again longer in stereotypical gender mismatching conditions (8c,d) in comparison to mismatching conditions (8a,b) (282 ms vs. 215 ms). There was also a trend for longer rereading times when the proper name antecedent mismatched in gender with the pronoun (274 ms vs. 223 ms), but the main effect of proper name was only marginally significant. In total viewing time, there was again a marginal main effect of QP, with reading times being longer following a stereotypical gender mismatch in comparison to when there was a stereotypical gender match (574 ms vs. 529 ms).
No significant main effects or interactions were observed for any measure at the prefinal region, but at the final region regression path times we again observed a significant main effect of QP, with longer reading times in conditions (8c,d), when the QP mismatched in stereotypical gender with the pronoun in comparison to conditions (8a,b), when there was a gender match (1025 ms vs. 703 ms).
Discussion
In Experiment 2, the only statistically significant effects we found were main effects of the quantified antecedent's gender, reflecting longer reading times at and after the pronoun region when the stereotypical gender of the QP mismatched in gender with the pronoun. There was also a trend for reading times to be longer when the proper name antecedent mismatched the pronoun in gender compared to when there was a gender match, with the double mismatch condition (8d) eliciting the longest reading times at the spillover region, but this numerical pattern only ever proved marginally significant at best.
Taken together, the results from Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that potential antecedents' proximity to the pronoun, rather than the type of referential dependency involved (variable binding vs. coreference) affected readers' online preferences. Our results suggest that for a QP to be considered during processing, variable binding must be facilitated by additional factors. However, it is conceivable that even though recency influences the likelihood that a QP is initially considered as an antecedent for a pronoun during real-time pronoun resolution, it does not necessarily determine comprehenders' ultimate antecedent choices. In Experiments 1 and 2, we did not directly probe participants' ultimate preferences via post-trial comprehension questions. As such, to examine the extent to which either variable binding or coreference interpretations of ambiguous pronouns are ultimately preferred, we carried out a complementary offline task. 5 As in Experiment 1, we also calculated reading times for the two firstpass measures for a precritical region containing the text in between the QP antecedent and pronoun in Experiment 2. No reliable differences between conditions were observed for either measure (all t < 1.38, all p > .168).
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was an offline questionnaire in which participants had to choose an antecedent for an ambiguous pronoun. Two conditions were included as in (9a,b), using the experimental materials (excluding the third wrap-up sentence) from the 'double match' conditions (7a) and (8a) in Experiments 1 and 2 respectively.
(9a) QP -Name
The squadron paraded through town. Every soldier who knew that James was watching was convinced that he should wave as the parade passed. (9b) Name -QP The squadron paraded through town. It looked to James that every soldier was completely convinced that he should wave as the parade passed.
In both (9a) and (9b) the ambiguous pronoun he can refer to either every soldier or James. In both sentences the QP (243) 1104 (1637) 140 (275) 493 (348) QP = Quantifier Phrase, Name = Proper Name. antecedent every soldier is in a structural position such that it c-commands the ambiguous pronoun. In (9a) the QP antecedent is linearly more distant to the pronoun than the proper name antecedent, as was also the case in Experiment 1, whereas in (9b) the linear ordering of antecedents is reversed, as in Experiment 2. The POB approach predicts that participants should show a preference for the QP antecedent in both (9a,b) . A general preference for coreference antecedents, on the other hand, would be reflected in a larger number of proper name choices in both conditions. If the linear order of antecedents affects the extent to which the QP is considered, then we should find the same pattern as we did in our online results, that is, participants should prefer to interpret the pronoun as referring to the proper name in (9a) and the QP in (9b).
Method Participants
Twenty-four native English speakers (four males, mean age 24) voluntarily took part in Experiment 3, none of whom took part in either Experiments 1 or 2.
Materials
The 24 items from the 'double match' conditions in Experiments 1 and 2 were used as in (9). In addition to the 24 experimental items, 48 filler items were also constructed that contained two potential antecedents for a variety of different types of pronouns, some of which were ambiguous, and some of which were unambiguous.
Procedure
The experiment was administered electronically via email as a scalar antecedent choice questionnaire. The pronouns in each text appeared in bold, underlined font and participants were instructed to decide who out of the two potential antecedents they thought each pronoun most likely referred to on a 5-point scale. For (9), a score of 1 or 2 would indicate that the pronoun 'Very likely refers to James' or 'Fairly likely refers to James' respectively, while 3 would mean the pronoun was 'Equally likely to refer to either', and a score of 4 or 5 would indicate the pronoun 'Fairly likely refers to every soldier' or 'Very likely refers to every soldier' respectively.
The experimental and filler items were pseudo-randomised such that no two experimental items occurred next to each other, and were distributed across two lists such that participants only rated one version of each sentence. The questionnaire took approximately 15 min to complete.
Results
Results were coded such that higher scores represented a preference for the QP antecedent. Overall mean scores for the QP -Name condition were 2.64 (SD 1.46) and for the Name -QP condition 3.56 (SD 1.44). T-tests revealed that this difference was significant (t1(23) = 5.61, p < .001, t2(23) = 4.69, p < .001). To examine whether these scores differed from the mid-point of the scale (indicating no clear preference for either antecedent), one sample t-tests compared the mean score of each condition to the value 3. The QP -Name condition received overall ratings significantly lower than 3 (t1(23) = 3.51, p < .001, t2(23) = 2.21, p = .004), while the Name -QP condition was rated significantly higher (t1(23) = 4.65, p < .001, t2(23) = 3.18, p < .001).
These results indicate that participants' preferred to link the pronoun to the linearly closest antecedent. In the QP -Name condition, the score of 2.64 suggests a preference for the proper name antecedent, while in the Name -QP condition, the score of 3.56 suggests a preference in the opposite direction, favouring the QP antecedent. Together, the results from Experiment 3 indicate that c-commanding QPs are only preferred if they are linearly the closest antecedent to the pronoun. The results from the offline task will be discussed below, together with the results from our two online experiments.
General discussion
The primary aim of our study was to examine how two alternative pronoun interpretation mechanisms, variable binding and discourse-based coreference assignment, are applied and interact over time. One hypothesis we sought to examine was that variable binding relations should always be computed before coreference assignment, as predicted by the POB economy hierarchy in (4). Our results failed to support this hypothesis however, and instead showed that antecedent recency affected the extent to which a c-commanding, variable binding QP was considered as a potential antecedent for a pronoun.
In two reading experiments and in an offline judgment task, we observed preferences for embedded subject pronouns to refer to the linearly closest of two potential antecedents. In each experiment, one antecedent was a QP that was in a structural position such that it c-commanded the pronoun, while a second antecedent was a proper name. In Experiment 1, when the proper name antecedent did not ccommand the pronoun but was linearly closer to it than the QP, we found longer reading times when the proper name antecedent mismatched in gender with the pronoun at and after the pronoun region. We found no reliable effects of the gender of the QP in any reading time measure. In Experiment 2, when the QP antecedent was linearly closer to the pronoun than the proper name, the only reliable effects we found were of the QP's gender, with longer reading times when the QP mismatched in stereotypical gender with the pronoun. These different effects are exemplified by the total viewing times at the pronoun region in both experiments, as shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1(a) , we can see that reading times were affected by the gender of the proper name antecedent only. In Fig. 1(b) , reading times are longer when the QP mismatched in gender with the pronoun.
Taken together, these results suggest that readers in our experiments attempted to link pronouns to the linearly closest antecedent. In Experiment 1, this led to initially linking the pronoun to the proper name, while in Experiment 2 this led to a preference for the QP antecedent. Experiment 3 indicated that for untimed judgements, the QP was preferred only when it was the linearly closest antecedent. Below, we discuss the implications of these results for different approaches to pronoun resolution in turn.
Variable binding, coreference, and antecedent recency
The possibility that syntactically mediated dependencies might be easier to compute than those involving discourse-level representations has been articulated in one way or another by a number of different researchers (e.g. Avrutin, 1994 Avrutin, , 1999 Burkhardt, 2005; Grodzinsky & Reinhart, 1993) . One explicitly articulated framework that makes this prediction is Reuland's (2001 Reuland's ( , 2011 ) POB approach to pronoun resolution. The POB model incorporates an economy principle which predicts that variable binding relations should be computed before coreference assignment. While originally formulated as an explanation for interpretive preferences in sentences such as (3) containing VP ellipsis, Koornneef (2008) interpreted the results of an eye-movement experiment with ambiguous pronouns as evidence that the economy principle also guides online pronoun resolution. Note, however, that his experimental design did not allow for particularly fine-grained time-course information, while the gender congruency manipulation we used allowed us to precisely assess the time-course in which each antecedent of an ambiguous pronoun was considered. Charting the time-course of pronoun resolution revealed that contrary to what the economy principle predicts, variable binding is not necessarily initially preferred.
If variable binding relations were always computed before coreference assignment, we should have observed a preference for linking the pronoun to the QP antecedent, as indexed by longer reading times following stereotypical gender violations, in both Experiments 1 and 2. While we observed such an effect in Experiment 2, when the QP was linearly closest to the pronoun, in Experiment 1 we found longer reading times when a coreference antecedent mismatched in gender with the pronoun, at a point in time when we found no evidence of the variable binding antecedent being considered. Our finding that QP antecedents are not always initially preferred is incompatible with the hypothesis that variable binding should always be computed before coreference assignment. Indeed, we found no evidence to suggest that there was always an initial preference for QP antecedents that was later abandoned. Instead, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that recency affected the extent to which the QP was considered during the initial antecedent search, while the results of Experiment 3 indicate that recency also affected whether a QP was preferred in an untimed judgement task testing comprehenders' preferred final interpretations.
Binding and processing economy
Our finding that syntactically mediated variable binding is not in fact faster than discourse-based coreference assignment might seem surprising in light of earlier findings regarding the online resolution of reflexives. Reflexive binding relations, which are also contingent on c-command, have been found to be established extremely quickly during processing, even in the presence of a nonc-commanding, intervening competitor antecedent (Sturt, 2003; Xiang et al., 2009) . 6 Within the POB framework, sensitivity to structural relations such as c-command would be expected here under the assumption that reflexive binding is effectively a by-product of independently required syntactic operations during structure-building, in conjunction with argument structure constraints and other lexical properties of predicates (Reuland, 2011) . While the syntactic constraint known as Condition A of the binding theory (Chomsky, 1981) rules out all but one antecedent for a reflexive, non-reflexive pronouns are always technically ambiguous. Note that in our eye-movement experiments, both the proper name and QP antecedents were grammatically licit antecedents of the pronoun. In such cases, when the grammar does not rule out any potential antecedents from the candidate set, pronoun resolution is guided by a number of (potentially interacting) factors, of which c-command information is only one. In our study, the likelihood of a variable binding antecedent being considered during early processing stages depended on its relative proximity to the pronoun. In this way, syntactic cues may 'gate' whether or not other non-structural factors influence retrieval of a variable binding antecedent (see Van Dyke & McElree, 2011 , for further discussion of the notion of 'syntactic' gating of memory retrieval during language processing). In short, while reflexive binding relations may indeed be the least computationally costly type of referential dependency, as stated in (4) above, we propose that no intrinsic cost hierarchy or temporal ordering should be imposed on semantic variable binding vs. discourse-based coreference assignment. Recall that Koornneef's (2008) observation that for pronouns in single-antecedent contexts, coreference antecedents led to shorter reading times shortly after the pronoun than variable binding antecedents, is also difficult to reconcile with the POB hypothesis that coreference should always be computationally more costly than variable binding (see also Burkhardt, 2005; Carminati et al., 2002) .
The present findings would seem to be consistent with theoretical proposals according to which binding and coreference relations are established at the same representational level, such as the uni-modular approach outlined by Heim (2007) . However, in the absence of any clear time-course predictions, it is unclear how alternative semantic approaches to pronoun interpretation can account for our observation that different possible antecedents were preferred depending on their relative position or ordering. It appears that for variable binding to win out over coreference, other factors must come into play that facilitate the computation of variable binding relations such as antecedent recency. For discourse prominence theory (Gordon & Hendrick, 1998) to account for these results, the role of prominence in terms of the height of an ante-6 Although note that the question of whether reflexive binding is entirely immune from interference from structurally illicit antecedents has been the subject of debate (Badecker & Straub, 2002; Cunnings & Felser, 2013; Dillon, Mishler, Sloggett, & Phillips, 2013) . cedent in the syntactic tree needs to also interact with antecedent recency.
Memory retrieval during pronoun resolution
In the introduction, we discussed two types of memory search. Serial models in which memory representations are sequentially searched, and content-addressable architectures in which items in memory are accessed directly via a set of retrieval cues. We noted that the POB approach could be implemented as a specific type of serial search in which only antecedents that c-command a subject pronoun are initially retrieved. Alternatively, if prominence is taken to correspond to syntactic salience, similar predictions to the POB approach could potentially be implemented in a content-addressable architecture in which syntactically prominent antecedents have particularly distinct representations in memory. Note that this second approach would largely abandon the main tenet of the POB approach, that c-command determines initial retrieval, and instead reduces c-command to correlated factors related to antecedent prominence. However the predictions of the POB approach are implemented, we found no support for the hypothesis that variable binders must be initially retrieved as a virtue of their position in the syntactic structure of a sentence, and as such our results rule out this specific type of search in pronoun resolution.
We initially considered that a number of potential cues could guide antecedent retrieval. One initial hypothesis was that grammatical number and gender agreement cues might guide the search, in which case we predicted that only 'double mismatch' conditions (7d/8d) should cause difficulty, as in all others these search criteria can be satisfied by linking the pronoun to either the QP or the proper name. However, this pattern of results was not observed in either experiment. Additionally, our finding of gender mismatch effects across both reading experiments, importantly in experimental conditions when gender-matching antecedents were available, indicates that comprehenders' may have initially attempted retrieval of a particular antecedent irrespective of gender agreement. This suggests that gender may not be a cue to retrieval, or at the least is not very highly ranked, in itself (see also Dillon et al., 2013) , and is also compatible with recent claims that not all cues to memory retrieval during language processing are equally weighted (Van Dyke & McElree, 2011) .
Another potential retrieval cue is semantic number, which we argued should favour the proper name antecedent as it provides a more obvious match to the singular number semantics of a singular pronoun than a QP. While the results of Experiment 1 were compatible with this hypothesis, across all experiments we observed a preference for the linearly closest antecedent. A key property of short term memory is that of forgetting, and we believe that the antecedent recency preference we observed could potentially be explained as an example of this phenomenon. However, how to account for forgetting has been widely debated in the memory literature (see Jonides et al., 2008; Van Dyke & Johns, 2012 , for review). Below we discuss whether two different theories of forgetting could account for our observed effects of antecedent recency.
Decay theories of forgetting posit that forgetting results from decreasing levels of activation of items in memory over time. In Lewis et al.'s (2006) model of memory retrieval during sentence comprehension, the activation level of a given item decays over time, which in turn reduces its chances of being subsequently retrieved, all other things being equal. It could be that our observed preference for a variable binding antecedent only when it was linearly the closest antecedent to the pronoun might have resulted from a decay in its level of activation over time when it was more distant, as in Experiment 1. We have reasons to doubt that this be the case, however. Note that in Experiment 1, although the QP was linearly further away from the pronoun than the proper name, it was actually the most recently activated antecedent. For example, for the sentences tested in Experiment 1 (e.g. 'Every soldier who knew that James was watching was convinced that he. . .'), although the QP was linearly more distant to the pronoun in the surface structure, it will be retrieved as the subject of the main clause predicate was convinced. It is possible that this intermediate retrieval, after the proper name antecedent but before the pronoun, may have increased its activation level as a potential item for subsequent retrieval. However, despite this we still observed a preference to link the pronoun to the proper name antecedent at the pronoun itself. We contend that this would be unexpected if the observed effects were entirely driven by decay over time.
Other accounts claim that forgetting is primarily a result of interference from other items in memory. In feature-overwriting models, forgetting is explained in terms of interference from items in memory that contain similar content (e.g. Nairne, 1990; Oberauer & Kliegl, 2006) .
7 Feature-overwriting occurs when memories overlap in content. This leads to less distinct representations in memory for the items in question, which in turn leads to a decrease in the probability of them being successfully retrieved. If forgetting over time is explained in terms of more recently encoded items having more distinct representations in memory than those previously encoded, it is possible that the most recently encoded antecedent in our experiments had a more distinct representation in memory than the linearly more distant one. In this way, our observation that the QP was preferred only when it was the linearly closest antecedent, can be explained as resulting from the fact that the QP will have a more distinct representation in memory when it was the most recently encoded item, thus increasing the probability of it being retrieved, other things being equal.
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The hypothesis that interference as a result of feature-overwriting can explain the observed antecedent recency effect is also in line with recent proposals that the primary determinant of forgetting is interference, rather than decay (e.g. 7 We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out how featureoverwriting might explain our results. 8 Within this kind of scenario, the marginal trend for the more distant proper name antecedent to influence first-pass times at the pronoun seen in Experiment 2 might have been due to proper names having particularly stable discourse representations (e.g. Sanford & Garrod, 1988 ). Berman, Jonides, & Lewis, 2009 et al. (2003) observed that asymptotic accuracy in a speedaccuracy tradeoff task was influenced by the distance between the ultimate gap site and the linear surface position in which the filler was initially encoded, irrespective of intervening sites of intermediate retrieval.
Although antecedent recency can provide an account of why the c-commanding QP was preferred only when it was linearly the closest antecedent to the pronoun, we do not claim recency to be the only relevant factor in antecedent retrieval. Precisely how variable binding, coreference assignment and antecedent recency interact with other factors that are known to influence anaphora resolution, such as implicit causality (Garvey & Caramazza, 1974) , subjecthood (Järvikivi et al., 2005) and parallelism (Chambers & Smyth, 1998) amongst many others, is open to future research. As a reviewer points out, participants in our experiments might also have been influenced by subtle discourse biases, such as the suggestion that in Experiment 2, James appears to have an attitude about every soldier, whereas in Experiment 1, some soldiers might be said to have an attitude about James. Additionally, in the materials used in Experiment 2, the QP was assigned the semantic role of agent while the proper name antecedent was an experiencer. If semantic roles cue antecedent retrieval, and agents are generally preferred, then this could have been an additional factor, on top of recency, that may have favoured the QP antecedent. Future research will be required to fully tease apart under what conditions a variable binding or coreference antecedent is preferentially retrieved during anaphora resolution. The primary aim of the current paper was however to investigate whether a particular type of pronoun-antecedent relation was always initially preferred, and the results of the present study clearly show that, in contrast to the economy principle in (4), variable binding relations are not always computed first.
One interesting empirical question is whether a non ccommanding QP will ever be considered as a potential antecedent for a pronoun. This option should be ruled out if grammatical cues act as 'hard constraints' to antecedent retrieval in a structure-sensitive search (Dillon et al., 2013) , but not necessarily in a direct access search in which interference can be observed from items in memory that are nevertheless grammatically unavailable (Van Dyke, 2007) . Carminati et al. (2002) provided some evidence that variable binding interpretations are possible for quantified phrases that do not c-command a pronoun. However, they argued that interpretations similar to variable binding in the contexts that they studied were possible by a phenomenon known as 'telescoping' (Roberts, 1989) , in which it is possible to infer a set of referential antecedents for a quantified antecedent that provide a similar interpretation to 'true' cases of bound variable anaphora (Carminati et al., 2002: 22 ; see also Bosch, 1983) . Preliminary results from more recent work suggest that c-command does play an important role in determining whether variable binders are considered as antecedents for an ambiguous pronoun (Kush, 2013) . Further investigation is required to examine the precise structural configurations in which QPs are considered, or ignored, as potential antecedents of a pronoun during processing.
Conclusion
In three experiments we investigated whether ambiguous pronouns are preferentially resolved via either variable binding or coreference assignment. We found no overall preference for either route to pronoun resolution, and instead observed that comprehenders only preferred to link a pronoun to a variable binding QP when it was the linearly closest antecedent. These findings were interpreted as being incompatible with theories of pronoun resolution which predict that one particular route to pronoun interpretation should always be favoured initially, and in particular are incompatible with the hypothesis that variable binding relations should always be computed before coreference assignment. Instead, our results are compatible with a memory search architecture in which forgetting over time results in more recently encoded items having more distinct representations. Taken together, the results of the current study indicate that for variable binding antecedents to be considered during the early stages of pronoun resolution when multiple antecedents are grammatically available, the computation of variable binding relations must be facilitated by additional factors such as antecedent recency.
builder was emphatically told] that he (she) should complete a full day's work. There was no time for any slacking off! 3. The building was unsafe. [Every firefighter who believed that John (Jane) was inside was informed/ It appeared to John (Jane) that every firefighter was very quickly informed] that he (she) must wait for more help to arrive. Luckily nobody was seriously injured that day. 4. It was another day of training. [Every footballer who saw that Roger (Sarah) was on the pitch was told/It appeared to Roger (Sarah) that every footballer was very specifically told] that he (she) had to practice for 3 h. It was going to be a tough workout for sure. 
